
Water, wind and sun - sailing is playing with 
the elements!

The summer collection 2017 ”L‘azzuro del 
Mare“ was created with these  essentials in 
mind.

It is a tribute to the countless shades of 
blue the Mediterranean Sea has to  offer. We 
 discover the fine line where the sea blends into 
the blue sky and where sun light is  reflected 
in the  water, painting a world full of colour, 
from azure to  emerald to  curacao.

The collection is characterised by three 
colour themes to guide you and by 
 versatile options to com bine garments and 
 create your own distinc tive look. A variety 
of  modern oversized shapes is matched 
with skinny long shirts, long blouses and 
a semi transparent voile fabric – perfect to 
create a maritime layered individual outfit.

The new styles we designed fit  per fectly 
with smart basics in the  Marinepool crew 
wear  collection and can be  combined with 
 bottoms in a great  variety of  classic or flashy 
colours.

Take a step into the deep blue of the 
 ocean, feel the spirit and breathe the 
 summer feeling. When sailing in  azure 
waters, when light plays with the  colours 
of the sea, when waves are the only  
sound you can hear, then life melts into  
pure joy. 

V I VA  I L  MARE  BLU ! 
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MARE T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.  1003022 XXS - XXXL
FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane, single jersey
FEATURES  Slim fitted T-shirt with centre front artwork in a mix of print and 

embroidery.|
COLOUR  white | pink | navy Weight 0.11kg

MARJANA Crew Skirt Women
Art.-No.  1003025 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
FEATURES  Short classic crew wear skirt in body fitted shape with straight 

cut. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping. Nautical ele-
ments such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and waistband. 
Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed pocket bags and 
maritime striped binding. Total centre back length: 46,0cm|

COLOUR  white | navy | beige Weight 0.30kg
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BELANIE Bikini Women
Art.-No.  1003029 XS - XL
FABRIC  80% polyamid, 20% elastane, lining: 100% polyester
FEATURES  Feminine bikini, top with soft cups, boning & gripper tape 

for shape and support. Suitable for a B-C cup size. Optional 
shoulder strap. Regular fit hipster pant.

COLOUR  white/navy Weight 0.16kg

BELINDA Tankini Women
Art.-No.  1003030 XS - XXL
FABRIC  80% polyamid, 20% elastane, lining: 100% polyester
FEATURES  Feminine tankini top with soft cups, boning and gripper tape 

for shape and support. Suitable for a B-C cup size. Optional 
shoulder strap. Regular fit hipster pant.

COLOUR  white/navy Weight 0.22kg
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LAYA Crew Trousers Women
Art.-No.  1003024 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elasthan, peach finish
FEATURES  Classic crew wear trousers in body fitted shape with straight 

leg. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping, 5-pocket style. 
Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and 
waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed 
pocket bags and maritime striped binding.|

COLOUR  white | pink | navy | beige Weight 0.45kg
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ABBEY Polo Women
Art.-No.  1003016 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% cotton piquee, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Feminine polo in 3 colourways of the actual summer colours 

2017. Body fitted shape. Stretchable soft piquee quality. 
Colourful stripes at ribb collar and sleeve cuffs. Small side slits 
with tape decoration.|

COLOUR  navy | pale rose | white Weight 0.20kg

MILA Crew Bermuda Women
Art.-No.  1003023 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
FEATURES  Classic crew wear bermudas in body fitted shape. Pocket 

entry with fancy heringbone piping, 5-pocket style. Nautical 
elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and waist-
band. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed pocket 
bags and maritime striped binding.|

COLOUR  pink | navy | beige Weight 0.30kg
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JAZZY Top Women
Art.-No.  1003003 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% viscose, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Regular fitted shirt with oversized shoulder. Printed contrast 

stripes on front part with decorative chain stitchings. Soft and 
draped fabric out of viscose.|

COLOUR  white | navy Weight 0.15kg

BETJE Top Women
Art.-No.  1003008 XXS - XL

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane, single jersey
FEATURES  Body fitted top with small maritime striped bindings 

in bias cut around neck, sleeve line and centre 
back. Feminine sportive backside muscle shape 
with decorative hole.|

COLOUR  white | navy Weight 0.14kg
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GLORY Blazer Women
Art.-No.  1003018 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  68% rayon, 27% nylon, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Body fitted blazer with belt out of shell fabric to wear blazer 

with or without belt. Invisible little hook and eye for closure. 
 Unlined blazer out of soft and cosy Rayon fabric. 2 front po-
ckets and 2 sleeve slits with buttons. Modern shawl collar  
in kimono style.

COLOUR  navy Weight 0.65kg
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KARLIE LS Women
Art.-No.  1003007 XS - XXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Body fitted longshirt out of yarn-dyed semi-transparent fabric. 

Overlock seams for figure-hugging shape, slight oversized 
sleeve length with thumb hole as fancy detail. Perfectly to wear 
under casual fashion shirts as an season‘s it-piece.|

COLOUR  white/navy Weight 0.10kg
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ADELE LS Women
Art.-No.  1003020 XS - XXL
FABRIC  94% cotton, 6% elastane, single jersey
FEATURES  Body fitted soft and cosy striped longsleeve shirt. CarrÈ collar, 

contrast stitching at front and back. Decoratice side slit work-
manship with tape and rivet.|

COLOUR  white/navy Weight 0.19kg
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FABIENNE Jacket Women
Art.-No.  1003169 XS - XXL
FABRIC  Body 73% nylon, 27% cotton, PU lamination,  

lining 100% polyamid
FEATURES  Body fitted 2-layer waterproof and breathable jacket. Soft 

 quality with peached finish, inside maritime striped lining. 
Nautical design elements such as white contrast stitching and 
maritime cordstopper. Front 2-way zip for optimal regulation 
and neon coloured zip puller. 2-seam jacket sleeve for perfect 
fit. Fixed hood, fully padded. 2 waist bellow pockets, 1 inside 
lining pocket.

SPECIAL  W/P 5.000/ MVP 5.000 g/sqm/24h
COLOUR  navy Weight 0.80kg

BRENDA Jacket Women
Art.-No.  1003028 XS - XXL
FABRIC  Body 73% nylon, 27% cotton, lining 100% polyamid
FEATURES  Body fitted short jacket. Soft quality with peached finish, inside 

mesh lining. Front 2-way zip and side slit with snap Buttons 
for perfect wearing comfort. 2 waist bellow pockets with mesh 
at pocket bag and 1 add zip pocket on top, neon coloured 
zip puller. Contrast fabric details on centre front placket and 
on duffle yoke and backside waist bold. Overzised collar with 
nautical zig zag stitching, inside lining with neon coloured 
embroidery artwork, inside zip pocket.|

SPECIAL  W/P 5.000/ MVP 5.000 g/sqm/24h
COLOUR  navy Weight 0.70kg

ALICIA LS Women
Art.-No.  1003000 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane, single jersey
FEATURES  Casual fitted ladies longshirt with deep round neckline. Fake 

button placket on right shoulder. Front part with printed stripes, 
decorative chain stitchings on side seams.|

COLOUR  white/navy Weight 0.21kg
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ELISE Jacket Women
Art.-No.  1003027 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  Body: 100% polyester, lining 100% polyester
FEATURES  Body fitted 2-layer waterproof and breathable jacket. Neon 

coloured rib collar inside, outside maritime white/navy striped. 
Detachable hood, fully padded and adjustable. One lining 
 pocket. Inside Artwork print. Neon coloured zip puller.  
2 pockets with zip, one side with fleece lined.

SPECIAL  W/P 3.000/ MVP 3.000 g/sqm/24h.
COLOUR  pale rose | navy | powder blue Weight 0.56kg
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JEWEL LS Women
Art.-No.  1003002 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Figured shirt in wrapped fake optic. 2-in-1 look. Nautical 

stripes on 3/4 sleeves. Maritime navy-white contrast bindings 
on neckline and side bow.

COLOUR  white | navy Weight 0.21kg

PURE LS Women
Art.-No.  1003001 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane, single jersey
FEATURES  Waisted longsleeve shirt with submarine neckline shape. Deep 

and small fitted raglan sleeve. Maritime navy-white contrast 
stripes allover neckline and shoulders.

COLOUR  white | navy Weight 0.11kg

MAY Longblouse Women
Art.-No.  1003013 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  100% viscose voile
FEATURES  Semi-transparent and soft longblouse with oversized shape 

and long side slits. Cuff, inside placket and collar stand in 
contrast fabric. White Marinepool buttons with ancor artworks. 
Big asymmetric chest pocket, perfectly to wear in layering look 
with shirts or cardigans.|

COLOUR  white Weight 0.15kg
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RAINY Coat Women
Art.-No.  1003087 XS - XXL
FABRIC  100% polyurethan, 100% polyester backing
FEATURES  Classical rain coat in modern styling and bright colours. Fully 

seam taped and waterproof. Female fit with waist belt. With 
hood and sidepockets.

COLOUR  white/navy | yellow | pink | navy Weight 0.62kg
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Photographers:  
Chr. Gufler (Product Pictures), E. Groeger (Lifestyle Shooting), E. Stichelbaut (Spindrift title picture), Y. Riou (Spindrift 
racing), K. Arigo (p. 6), G. M. Raget (SFS), Chr. Beeck (NSR, Platoon, Tsaar Peter, SBL, 49er, Opti‘s, 29er), Lloyd 
Images (MOD 70, EFG Bank, Oman Sail, Oman Air), J.-M. Liot (Amédéo), Til Demtroeder (ROC Lifestyle), R. Christol 
(Damien Seguin), SAILING ENERGY/FFVOILE (FFVoile), P. Michel (SUP), R. Pinto (Wieser), J. Renedo (Ganesha),  
M. Orsini (GC32 Thalassa Magenta Racing), M. Ranchi (Bronenosec), S. van der Borch (GC32 Alinghi, GC32 
Strom), M. Kiefhaber (ÖSV), J. Grimme (VDWS), Stephan Fiege (ROC)

The standard terms and conditions of sale of Marinepool Sport artikel Gmbh & Co. KG and Spirit of the Ocean Gmbh 
are exclusively valid, changes and errors may occur,  colours may vary from  actual  garment due to the printing process.
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NAHLA 2-in-1 LS Women
Art.-No.  1003019 XS - XXL
FABRIC  Top fabric 100% cotton, Top 95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Soft longsleeve shirt in 2-in-1 optic. Raglan sleeve look, body 

fitted, front with maritime artwork on top layer. Backside with 
binding for closure.|

COLOUR  white Weight 0.19kg

ENYA Shirt Women
Art.-No.  1003004 XS - XXL
FABRIC  Front fabric 97% polyester, 3% elastane woven satin, back: 

100% polyester
FEATURES  Casual fitted shirt with oversized shoulders and small raglan 

sleeves. Front multicolour print, backside in open knitted 
 structured fabric with a semi-transparent optic.

COLOUR  white/multicolour 
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SHOPPING BAG 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Art.-Nr.  1002763  

FABRIC sailcloth 100% polyester, shell fabric 100% nylon 600D
FEATURES  Light weighted shopping bag with 25th anniversary backside 

artwork. Celebrating the love for fashion and the Marinepool 
sailing experience since 25 Years. 

COLOUR white
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MAYFLOWER Polo Women

Art.-Nr.  1002601 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton,5% elastane
FEATURES  Polo piquee in 3 colourways of the actual summer colours 

2016. Stretchable soft piquee quality. Multicoloured striped 
polo with adorable chest artwork. Contrast striped rib collar 
and sleeve cuffs. Nautical artwork under rib collar in contrast 
colour. Small side slits with tape decoration. Marinepool CI 
badge on upper sleeve part. Figure skimming shape.

COLOUR white | cerise | navy

CARA Jacket Women

Art.-Nr.  1002605 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% Nylon
FEATURES  High breathable and taped jacket with maritime design 

elements. Decorative tape with woven Marinepool lettering at 
back collar. Tonal woven rib tapes on seam contours for slim 
figure. Elaborate pattern on shoulder and side seam parts. 
Open side slit with extra snap button for optimal wearing and 
sitting comfort. Zipper on sleeve as biker styled element. Extra 
chest pocket for personal items at inside lining. Marinepool CI 
badge on upper sleeve part. Figure skimming shape.

SPECIALS WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
COLOUR white | cerise | navy
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NORMA Trenchcoat Women

Art.-Nr.  1002607 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  81% polyester, 19% polyurethane
FEATURES  Classic elegant trench coat as maritime-functional remake. 

Typical elements such as 2-row button strip, shoulder and 
backside yoke, waistbelt, turn-down collar are new interpreted 
with waterproof fabric. Contrast piping at CF as fancy element.  
2-tone trench coat with Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve 
part. Fully taped and breathable trench coat. Figure skimming 
shape.  

SPECIALS WP 10.000mm / MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
COLOUR white

YAQUIMA Longsleeve Women

Art.-Nr.  1002599 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Longsleeve shirt in super soft and cosy striped jersey quality. 

2-in-1 optic with faked bottom seam in white solid cotton 
quality. Small pleats on front neckline for regular fitted shape. 
Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve part. 

COLOUR white/navy striped

PHILINE Linen Trousers Women

Art.-Nr.  1002612 XXS – XXL 

FABRIC 100% linen
FEATURES  Soft and light linen trousers for warm summer days. Philine 

trousers is the perfect combination with polos and shirts for 
perferct styled boat people. Backside stitched on pockets. Zig 
zag stitching on front pockets and elaborate pattern lines such 
as design detail including belt out of shell fabric. Comfortable 
to wear. Straight fitted trousers shape at upper part, loose 
fitted leg shape.

COLOUR white

AVEN Longshirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002594 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton,5% elastane
FEATURES  Longlseeve shirt with submarine neckline shape. Maritime con-

trast binding on shoulder part such as decoration and without 
function. Sleeves with contrast stripes applicated. Marinepool 
CI badge on upper sleeve part. Regular fitted shape.

COLOUR white | navy F
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MOODY Longshirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002595  /  1002715 (w/o lobster print) XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Super soft and cosy yarn dyed striped longsleeve shirt. With 

submarine neckline shape. Front maritime lobster artwork. 
Moddy is the perfect combination with Stine striped top for a 
nice 2-in-1 look. Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve part. 
Regular fitted shape, also available w/o lobster print.

COLOUR white/palace blue striped

STINE & LANA Top Women

Art.-Nr.  Stine pink 1002598 / Lana navy  1002768 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Super soft and cosy striped top. Front maritime anchor arwork. 

Stine top is the perfect combination with moody longsleeve 
shirt for a nice 2-in-1 look. Figure skimming shape.

COLOUR Stine white/pink striped / Lana navy/white striped

MATHILDA Capri Jeans Women

Art.-Nr.  1002611 XXS – XXL 

FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane denim
FEATURES  Soft and light summer jeans quality. Marinepool logo buttons 

stitched on in neon orange contrast yarn. Printed pocket 
lining and waistband lining in decent flower design. White-blue 
checked piping at waistline. Fashionable used rivet details at 
pocket entries. Cool wash out and used effect marks at front 
and back. Backside stitched on pockets with colourful striped 
ribbon tape. Feminine figure skimming shape. Zig zag stitching 
and elaborate pattern lines as design detail. Small figured 
shape.

COLOUR jeans
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INFINITY Polo Women

Art.-Nr.  1002600 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton,5% elastane
FEATURES  Uni polo piquee in 3 colourways of the actual summer colours 

2016. Stretchable soft piquee quality. Colourful striped rib 
collar and sleeve cuffs. Small side slits with tape decoration. 
Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve part. Figure skimming 
shape.

COLOUR white | fandango pink | navy

MARINEPOOL CI Towel

Art.-Nr.  1002481 100 x 180 cm 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Large soft beach towel, Marinepool logo woven into fabric
COLOUR navy 

DRAGON TEAM Polo Women

Art.-Nr.  1000607 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES Classic polo shirt, free chest for team or event branding
COLOUR white | navy | red F
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HOLLY Jeans Skirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002610 XXS – XXL 

FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane denim
FEATURES   Short summer cargo skirt in knee free lenght. Marinepool 

logo  buttons stitched on in neon orange contrast yarn. Printed 
pocket lining and waistband lining in decent flower design. 
White-blue checked piping at waistline. Fashionable used rivet 
details at pocket entries. Cool wash out and used effect marks 
at front and back. Backside stitched on pockets with colourful 
striped ribbon tape. Asymetric pattern lines at front. Zig zag 
stitching as design detail. Feminine figure skimming shape and 
waisted fit. 

COLOUR jeans

MALLORY T-Shirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002592 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton,5% elastane
FEATURES  2-tone striped T-shirt out of single jersey quality. Adorable front 

maritime anchor artwork with sequin lettering. Contrast chain 
stitchings on side seam. Regular body fitted shape.

COLOUR white/navy striped

PHOEBE T-Shirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002596 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  2-tone striped T-Shirt out of single jersey quality. Side fake but-

ton placket with maritime anchor buttons. Chain stitchings on 
side seam. Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve part. Regular 
fitted shape.

COLOUR white/navy striped
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LOREEN Blouse Women

Art.-Nr.  1002602 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Maritime material mix and accessories as fashionable detailes 

in one piece. Soft and light summer quality. Piped fake chest 
pocket in contrast fabric. Piping with cord in navy colour at 
front edge of the button placket as fancy element. Feminine 
figure skimming shape – slightly waisted. Extra long length to fit 
in low waisted pants.

COLOUR denim blue

DEWI Longshirt Women

Art.-Nr.  1002593 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Partly striped longsleeve shirt in soft and cosy jersey quality. 

Submarine neckline shape with floral necktape and anchor 
buttons. Floral inside necktape. Maritime yarn dyed striped 
quality. Figure skimming shape.

COLOUR white

AUREA Padded Vest Women

Art.-Nr.  1002246 XS – XXL 

FABRIC 100% nylon ripstop, filling 100% polyester 
FEATURES  Light padded gilets with Marinepool logo badge on chest. 

Trendy and maritime Marinepool zipper puller. Princess seams 
at front and backside for perfect shape. Quiliting mix in several 
densities and quilting directions. Waistcoat armhole and 
hemline piped with elastic 2 tone binding in fashionable stripe 
design. Figure skimming and waisted shape. 2 side pockets 
with zipper. Inner chest pocket with ear plug eye hole and 
zipper.  Decorative tape with woven Marinepool lettering at 
collar. Warm polyester filling with a good heat reticent  insulation 
wrapped in a ultra light nylon shell ripstop.

COLOUR white | rose | navy

CONSTANCE Blouse Women

Art.-Nr.  1002770 XS – XXL 

FABRIC 97% cotton, 3% elastane
FEATURES  Soft and light summer quality with front button placket, inner 

sleeve cuffs and inner neckline part in contrast striped fabric. 
Marinepool CI badge on upper sleeve part. Feminine figure 
skimming shape – lightly waisted. Extra long length to fit in low 
waisted pants.

COLOUR white | rosé
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ESCARA Jacket Women

Art.-Nr.  1002245 XS – XXL 

FABRIC 81% polyester, 19% polyuretane
FEATURES  Breathable and taped, biker styled elements in a maritime look. 

Zipper slightly moved to the side seam. Asymetric pattern lines. 
Elaborate top stitchings on elbow in a biker look. Lapel collar 
with additional stand up collar with press buttons in white. 
Small knitted rib collar with polo stripes in 2 colours. Adjustabel 
cuffs at sleeve opening. Sleeves with zip pockets and printed 
frame. Detachable hood, elaborate lining workmanship with 
big pinacker artwork print inside and half single jersey striped 
lining. One inner chest pocket with ear plug hole. Marinepool 
sleeve badge at sleeve. Figure skimming shape and short 
lenght.  

SPECIALS WP 10.000mm / MVP 10.000/sqm/24h
COLOUR white | navy
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MARJANA Crew Skirt Women
Art.-No.  1003025 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
FEATURES  Short classic crew wear skirt in body fitted shape with straight 

cut. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping. Nautical ele-
ments such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and waistband. 
Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed pocket bags and 
maritime striped binding. Total centre back length: 46 cm|

COLOUR  white | navy | beige Weight 0.30kg

NONIRON Blouse Women
Art.-No.  1003303 XS - XXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing! Shake 

after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and seams will 
recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on fabric maintains 
this convenience feature for many wash circle. Button-down 
collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-
links. A classic shirt with a premium feature. Perfect for crew 
outfit and office!

SPECIAL  Non Iron
COLOUR  light blue Weight 0.30kg
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CELINE Blouse Women

Art.-Nr.  1000022 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  97% cotton, 3% elastane
FEATURES  Classic blouse, slim cut, 2-button wristband, in solid colours 

make for a classic style statement and is great for superyacht, 
team clothing or any formal occasion.

COLOUR light blue | white

LAYA Crew Trousers Women
Art.-No.  1003024 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
FEATURES  Classic crew wear trousers in body fitted shape with straight 

leg. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping, 5-pocket style. 
Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and 
waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed 
pocket bags and maritime striped binding.|

COLOUR  white | pink | navy | beige Weight 0.45kg F
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RR CLASSIC Padded Vest Women

Art.-Nr.  1002311 XS – XXL 

FABRIC 100% Nylon ripstop, Filling: 3M extra warmth, 100% polyester 
FEATURES   Light padded gilets with elaborate top stitching and Marinepool 

logo badge on chest. Trendy and maritime Marinepool zipper 
puller. Princess seams at front and backside for perfect shape. 
Quiliting mix in several densities and quilting directions. Side in-
serts worked with piping cord. Waistcoat armhole and hemline 
piped with elastic 2 tone binding in fashionable stripe design. 
New pattern lines on shoulder inspired from biker looks. Figure 
skimming and waisted shape. 2 side pockets with zipper. Inner 
chest pocket with ear plug eye hole and zipper.  Contrast lining 
on inner vest. Decorative tape with woven Marinepool lettering 
at collar. Warm polyester filling with a good heat reticent 
 insulation wrapped in a ultra light nylon shell ripstop.

COLOUR white/rose

RR CRUISING Polo Women
Art.-No.  1003042 XS - XXL
FABRIC  95% cotton piquee, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Body fitted ladies polo. Stretchable soft piquee 

quality. Colourful stripes at ribb collar and sleeve cuffs. 
 Fashionable button placket pipings in contrast colours. 
Small side slits with tape decoration. With maritime 
Régates sleeve badges and embroideries on chest.

COLOUR  rose | navy | curacao Weight 0.20kg

RR CRUISING Blouse Women
Art.-No.  1003040 XXS - XXL
FABRIC  45% cotton, 55% linen
FEATURES  Feminine Régates linen tunic with decorative front 

placket. Casual shape, babylock seams at placket and 
sleeve hem. Fake double seam, backside with small 
slit. Decorative embroideries on chest and backside 
parts, sleeve badges and fine details to complete the 
sophisticated look. Perfect combination with Philine 
linen trousers for hot summer days and tropical sailing 
areas.

COLOUR  white | navy Weight 0.30kg

col. curacao 15 - 4825 TCX

col. white 11 - 0601 TCX

Colorway: Navy

Colorway: 
Rose

col. dark navy 19-3922 TCX

col. curacao 15 - 4825 TCX

col. white 11 - 0601 TCX

col. dark navy 19-3922 TCX

Colorway: Curacao

RR CRUISING Cap

Art.-Nr.  1003269 one size 

FABRIC 100% cotton
FEATURES  sporty baseball cap with embroidery on the front and back, 

small embroidery at bottom of arched brim, buckled back strap 
for a custom fit, embroidered ventilating grommets, classic 
six-panel construction

COLOUR rose | curacao | navy
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RR SHOPPER BAG
Art.-Nr.  1002761 44 x 38 x 9cm | 15l 

FABRIC  100% cotton, lining 100% polyester
FEATURES  Part of the RR Canvas Series this shopper is your every day 

partner for many activities as shopping or bathing, with lining 
and small extra pocket inside.

COLOUR navy/white striped

RR YACHT BAG
Art.-Nr.  1002702 30 x 50cm | 30l 

FABRIC  100% PA, filling: 100% polyester
FEATURES:  Also available as Marinepool bag Art.-Nr. 1002704
COLOUR navy/white striped

RR SEA BAG
Art.-Nr.  1002762 30 x 50cm | 30l 

FABRIC  100% cotton, lining 100% polyester
FEATURES  The classic one shoulder Sea Bag is a member of the RR 

Canvas Series and very voluminous. With lining and small extra 
pocket inside.

COLOUR navy/white striped

RR SAIL SHOPPING BAG
Art.-Nr.  1002764  

FABRIC sailcloth: 100% polyester, shell fabric: 100% nylon 600D
FEATURES  Small shopper made from 100% genuine sailcloth, exclusive 

for Régates Royales collection. 
COLOUR white/navy
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BEN Shirt Men
Art.-No.  1003066 S - XXXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Regular fitted allover print shirt, with contrast details on inside 

collar and cuff package. Dividing seams at waist, nautical flag 
label with Marinepool latitude details on inner button placket.

COLOUR  white Weight 0.21kg

KYLO Polo Men
Art.-No.  1003032 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% cotton piquee, 5% elastane
Features  Regular fitted polo in 3 colorways of the actual summer colors 

2017. Stretchable soft piquee quality. Colorful stripes at ribb 
collar and sleeve cuffs. Small side slits with tape decoration.|

Colour  white | navy | grey Weight 0.26kg

TYGO Crew Bermuda Men
Art.-No.  1003034 S - XXXL
FABRIC  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
FEATURES  Classic crew wear bermudas in regular fit with straight leg. 

5-pocket style, pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping. 
Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and 
waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside solid pocket 
bags and maritime striped binding.|

COLOUR  seagreen | beige Weight 0.34kg
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JORDAN Jacket Men
Art.-No.  1003038 S - XXXL
FABRIC  Body and lining 100% polyester
FEATURES  Regular fitted 2-layer waterproof and breathable jacket. Multi 

coloured rib collar inside, outside maritime white/navy striped. 
One lining pocket. Inside artwork print. Neon coloured zip 
puller. 2 pockets with zip, one side with fleece lined.|

SPECIAL  W/P 3.000mm / MVP 3.000 g/sqm/24h.
COLOUR  navy Weight 0.60kg

BRANDON Shirt Men
Art.-No.  1003031 S - XXXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Regular fitted shirt with decent allover print. With contrast 

details on inside collar and cuff package, dividing seams at 
waist. Nautical flag label with Marinepool latitude details on 
inner button placket.|

COLOUR  navy Weight 0.30kg
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DEX Crew Trousers Men
Art.-No.  1003035 XS - XXXL
Fabric  98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features  Classic crew wear trousers. Chino style in regular fit with stra-

ight leg. 5-pocket style, pocket entry with fancy heringbone 
piping. Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on belt 
loops and waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside 
solid pocket bags and maritime striped binding.|

Colour  navy | seagreen | beige Weight 0.53kg
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OWEN T Shirt Men
Art.-No.  1003033 S - XXXL
FABRIC  100% cotton, single jersey
FEATURES  Body fitted T-shirt in soft and cosy summer cotton  quality in 

two colorways of the actual summer colors 2017. Front printed 
artwork with maritime design in trendy color gradient.

COLOUR  white | blue Weight 0.18kg

SHORTY Swimshorts Men
Art.-No.  1003037 XS - XXXL
FABRIC  92% nylon, 8% elastane, mesh lining 100% polyester
FEATURES  A perfect bridge short, tailored for style, comfort and per-

formance. Wear on and off the boat. Quick drying 4-way 
stretch fabric, with a mesh net lining and zip fly. Mid length  
with elasitc waistband at back, two side-angle front pockets 
and one back pocket with velcro closure.

COLOUR  navy | ocean blue Weight 0.20kg

MANOA Boardshorts

Art.-Nr.  1002317 XS – XXXL

FABRIC  100% polyester
FEATURES  Cool light weighted boardshorts for swimming or sunbathing, 

two side pockets , one back pocket  
COLOUR dark navy
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RÉGATES ROYALES
The Régates Royales collection of 
Marinepool stands for the flair of 
Cannes and is literally demonstrating the 
 maritime lifestyle therefore the collection 
2017 is chic, elegant, casual and classic 
in every way.

Since 1929 the Yacht Club of Cannes or-
ganizes every year the Régates  Royales 

which is one of the most important 
 inter national events as a part of the 
Panerai Classic Yacht Challenge on the 
French Riviera. Crew members coming 
from many different countries are racing 
on more than 140 yachts.

Already since 2008, there is a corpo-
ration between Marinepool and the 

Régates Royales in Cannes, one of the 
biggest classic yacht races in the world. 
Marinepool is pleased with the extended 
partnership and the title as official cloth-
ing partner of the Régates Royales de 
Cannes creating again another special 
collection this year.  

 www.regatesroyales.com

col. curacao 15 - 4825 TCX

col. white 11 - 0601 TCX

Colorway: Navy

Colorway: 
Rose

col. dark navy 19-3922 TCX

col. curacao 15 - 4825 TCX

col. white 11 - 0601 TCX

col. dark navy 19-3922 TCX

Colorway: Curacao
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RR CRUISING Polo Men
Art.-No.  1003043 S - XXXL
FABRIC  95% cotton piquee, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Regular fitted shape. Stretchable soft piquee quality. Colorful 

stripes at ribb collar and sleeve cuffs. Fashionable button 
placket pipings in contrast colours. Small side slits with tape 
decoration. With maritime régates sleeve badges and embroi-
deries on chest and back.|

COLOUR  rose | navy | curacao Weight 0.28kg

RR CRUISING Shirt Men
Art.-No.  1003041 S - XXXL
FABRIC  45% cotton, 55% linen
FEATURES  Casual fitted Régates linen shirt. Body colour always stitched 

with contrast thread colour. With engraved logo buttons, nice 
embroidered artworks, contrast fabric workmanship at inside 
cuff package and collar.

COLOUR  navy | turquois Weight 0.32kg

RR CRUISING Cap

Art.-Nr.  1003269 one size 

FABRIC 100% cotton
FEATURES  sporty baseball cap with embroidery on the front and back, 

small embroidery at bottom of arched brim, buckled back strap 
for a custom fit, embroidered ventilating grommets, classic 
six-panel construction

COLOUR rose | curacao | navy
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LEGEND Polo

Art.-Nr.  1002617 S – XXXL 

FABRIC  95% cotton, 5% elastane
FEATURES  Polo piquee in 4 colourways of the actual summer colours 

2016. Stretchable soft piquee quality. Multicoloured striped 
polo with nautical chest artwork. Contrast striped rib collar and 
sleeve cuffs. Nautical artwork under rib collar in contrast colour. 
Small side slits with tape decoration. Marinepool CI badge on 
upper sleeve part. Fashionable fitted cotton polo shape.

COLOUR cerise | kaki | navy/pink
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GAVAN Chino Trousers

Art.-Nr.  1002259 XS – XXXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton twill
FEATURES  Elegant summer chino for men. Classical inside workmanship, 

with pleats on front and backside legs. Straight fitted leg. Boat 
logo embroidery at backside. Marinepool leather logo badge 
on backside waistband. 

COLOUR stone | navy | rosewood

THUNDER Parka

Art.-Nr.  1002256 S – XXL 

FABRIC 81% polyester, 19% polyuretane, lining: 100% polyester
FEATURES   Multi purposed 2 layer parka with PU coating, in loose fitted 

shape. Fashionable maritime design elements and front zipper 
puller in nautic style. 2 way zip. Epaulettes on shoulder fixed. 
3 pockets at waist and one zipper pocket on chest. Biker look 
inspired dividing seam at elbow. Air circulators under armhole. 
Adjustable flap at sleeve opening and detachable hood with 
zip. Invisibel drawstring at inner waitsline. One lining pocket 
inside on navy mesh lining.

SPECIALS WP 10.000mm / MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
COLOUR navy

SKY DRIVER Jacket

Art.-Nr.  1002254 S – XL 

FABRIC 81% polyester, 19% polyuretan
FEATURES  High breathable and taped men‘s jacket. Fashion meets func-

tion. Biker styled elements in a maritime look. Zipper slightly 
moved to the side seam. Asymetric pattern lines. Elaborate top 
stitchings on elbow in a biker look. Lapel collar with backside 
zig zag stitching in white contrast colour. Body hem with addi-
tional flap and press button. Small knitted rib collar with polo 
stripes in 2 colours. Adjustable cuffs at sleeve opening. Sleeve 
with zip pockets and printed frame. Smaller fitted blouson 
style. Elaborate lining workmanship with big spinnaker artwork 
print inside and half single jersey striped lining. One inner chest 
pocket with ear plug hole. Marinepool sleeve badge at sleeve. 
Figure skimming shape and short lenght.  

SPECIALS 10.000mm / MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
COLOUR navy
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DRAGON TEAM Polo

Art.-Nr.  1001456 S – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES Classic polo shirt, free chest for team or event branding
COLOUR navy | white | black | red

ALBANY T-Shirt

Art.-Nr.  1000624 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  cotton single jersey T-shirt with Marinepool flag print  

on back, round-neck
COLOUR white | ocean | navy | black

ALAIN Bermudas

Art.-Nr.  1002623 S – XXXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton twill
FEATURES  Cargo summer bermudas with maritime white-blue checked 

waistband and pocket fabric. Casual loose fitted shorts in 
 cargo style with Marinepool embroidery on pocket. Casual 
fitted shape for warm summer days.

COLOUR white | cerise | navy
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JAMES Jacket

Art.-Nr.  1002624 S – XXXL 

FABRIC  100% nylon
FEATURES  High breathable and taped jacket with maritime design 

elements. Fashionable pattern shape in jeans jacket look with 
detailed top stitchings. Elaborate mesh lining workanship with 
extra chest pocket for personal items. Mesh insert on turn-over 
collar with maritime zig zag stitching. Chest pocket flaps and 
side bellow pockets with maritime anchor button for closure. 
Biker look inspired stitching seams at elbow. Marinepool CI 
badge on upper sleeve part. Figure skimming shape.

SPECIALS WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
COLOUR navy

MAGIC Trousers

Art.-Nr.  1002258 XS – XXL 

FABRIC 100% cotton ripstop
FEATURES  Summer cargo trousers in a light casual quality. Ideal for 

summer holiday and for warm temperatures. With caribbean 
fashion details. Casual loose fitted shape with a straight leg in 
6 pocket style. Cargo pockets on both legs with tape deco-
ration. Decorative stitching and dividing seams. Side pockets 
with fashionabel round pocket entry in a new silhouette with 
eylets as fashion feature. Backside pockets with flap and press 
buttons. Boat logo stitching on side cargo pocket on the leg. 
Backside waistband with maritime tape detail as decoration. 
Zig zag stitching at waistband. Marinepool leather logo badge 
on backside waistband.

COLOUR sand
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RAVEN Jacket Men
Art.-No.  1003039 XS - XXXL
FABRIC  Body 73% nylon, 27% cotton, lining 100% polyamid
FEATURES  Regular fitted caban jacket. Soft quality with peached finish 

with inside mesh lining. Front 2-way zip. 2 waist patched on 
pockets with zip inside and neon coloured zip puller. Contrast 
fabric details on centre front, backside and on yoke. Backside 
collar with nautical zig zag stitching. Inside lining with neon 
coloured embroidery artwork, inside zip pocket.

COLOUR  navy Weight 0.66kg
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NONIRON CLUB SHIRT Comfort
Art.-No.  1003128 S - XXXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing! Shake 

after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and seams will 
recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on fabric maintains 
this convenience feature for many wash circle. Button-down 
collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-
links. A classic shirt with a premium feature. Perfect for crew 
outfit and office! This shirt is in comfort fit and also available in 
slim fit.

SPECIAL  Non Iron
COLOUR  white | light blue Weight 0.30kgw

NONIRON SHIRT Slim Kent
Art.-No.  1003184 XS - XXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing! Shake 

after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and seams will 
recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on fabric maintains 
this convenience feature for many wash circle. Fashionable 
Kent collar, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-links. A 
classic shirt with a premium feature. Perfect for crew outfit and 
office!|

SPECIAL  Non Iron
COLOUR  white Weight 0.30kg

NONIRON CLUB SHIRT Slim
Art.-No.  1003129 XS - XXL
FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing! Shake 

after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and seams will 
recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on fabric maintains 
this convenience feature for many wash circle. Button-down 
collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-
links. A classic shirt with a premium feature. Perfect for crew 
outfit and office! This shirt is in slim fit and also available in 
comfort fit.

SPECIAL  Non Iron
COLOUR  white Weight 0.30kg
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TEAM SHIRT Shirt

Art.-Nr.  1002817 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Classic fine cotton shirt, make for a classic style statement and 

is great for superyacht, team clothing or any formal occasion.
COLOUR white

CLUB Shirt

Art.-Nr.  1000885 XS – XXL 

FABRIC  100% cotton
FEATURES  Classic sport shirt from oxford-woven cotton, split pleated 

back yoke with locker loop, shirttail hem, button-down collar, in 
solid colours make for a classic style statement and is great for 
superyacht, team clothing or any formal occasion.

COLOUR blue | white
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OLBIA
Bermudas

Art.-Nr.  1002257 XS – XXXL 

FABRIC 94% cotton, 6% elastane
FEATURES  Summer bermudas for men with caribbean fashion details. 

Casual loose fitted shorts in 6 pocket style. Cargo pocket on 
left leg with 2 eyelets. Decorative stitching and dividing seams. 
Side pockets with fashionable asymetric pocket entry in a new 
silhouette. Backside pockets with flap and fancy button garage 
and zig zag stiching. Boat logo stitched on smaller cargo pock-
et on the leg. Backside waistband with maritime tape detail 
as decoration. Zig zag stitching at backside yoke. Marinepool 
leather logo badge on backside waistband. Casual loose fitted 
shape for warm summer days. 

COLOUR white | navy
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THE ROSE OF CHARITY DS SAILING CUP

Marinepool is “Official Clothing Supplier” to the Rose of Charity DS Sailing Cup 

Sailing for a good cause – at the Rose of Charity DS Sailing Cup, German celebrities participate in their teams against other ambitious 
sailors. For all participants the event is a unique opportunity  to combine charitable involvement with sports, sun and sea. The main 
target of the event is to attract attention and raise funds for a good cause.  Since 2016 the Rose of Charity DS Sailing Cup supports 
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Sebastian Hein (DS Automobiles, Marketing Manager) with Hannes Jaenicke
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the Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Rettung Schiffbrüchiger (DGzRS) – the German Maritime Search and Rescue Association. Marinepool is 
proud to be partner of such a great charitable initiative.

Exclusive TV and Media Partner: ARD Team BRISANT Yachts and Race by: Master Yachting 

Official Clothing Supplier: Marinepool   Catering: Castelfalfi 
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Skipper meeting with Till Demtroeder, Hannes Jaenicke and Stefan Gubser
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